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Abstract: Problem statement: Exported polypeptides are usually synthesized as preproteins which
are composed with mature domains and the signal peptides. The foreign proteins are usually
inefficiently secreted by the aid of signal peptides. Although we know that the mature protein played
an important role in the protein export process, we do not know what properties of the mature domains
are critical for protein export? This study explores the influence of the property of the mature domains
on protein export in Bacillus subtilis. Approach: We analyzed the amino acid composition of 241
predicted exported proteins and 457 cytoplasmic proteins of Bacillus subtilis that have been previously
reviewed using the program DAMBE, Codeprotein and Codeprotein Win. Results: Disorder-promoting
amino acids in the first 14 residues of the mature domains were overrepresented in comparison to the
residues in the NH2-terminal region of cytoplasmic proteins or the cytoplasmic proteins. Further, the
NH2 terminus of the mature domain had more negatively charged residues and fewer positively
charged residues than the NH2 terminus of the signal peptide. Conclusion/Recommendations: The
presence of disordered domains in the NH2-terminal regions of mature domains may provide the
binding site and maintain the exported proteins in a secretion-competent conformation and the contrary
charged residues distribution in the two ends of hydrophobic core may help form the hairpin-like
structure of the signal peptide. These findings may have important implications for the understanding
of the contribution of mature domains to membrane targeting and to translocation.
Key words: Protein export, disorder-promoting amino acid, mature domain, signal peptide, Bacillus
subtilis, hydrophobic core, charged residues, hairpin-like structure, disordered domains
not sufficient for the export of any fused protein. The
foreign proteins are usually inefficiently secreted by the
aid of signal peptides (Schein et al., 1986; Tommassen
and Kroon, 1987), despite the fact that many of them
are secretory proteins by nature (Simonen et al., 1992).
Chen and Nagarajan (1993) have shown that the rate of
secretion of barnase was improved by replacement of
the barnase signal peptide with a heterologous signal
peptide and the barnase signal peptide exported
Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase faster than
mature barnase (Chen and Nagarajan, 1993). These
facts suggested that some features of the mature protein
played an important role in the protein export process.
Indeed, some experimental work has shown that the
membrane anchor sequences can block protein export
(Davis and Model, 1985) and that the net charge of the

INTRODUCTION
Exported proteins are initially synthesized as
precursors with an amino-terminal signal peptide. These
precursors are subsequently processed by a leader
peptidase to yield the mature domains. The signal
peptide can be divided into 3 distinct domains: a
positively charged N-terminus, which has been proposed
to provide stable interactions with the negatively charged
inner membrane phospholipids; a central hydrophobic
core, which plays an important role in binding to the
secretory components; and a cleavage site, which is
processed by the respective signal peptidase (Fekkes and
Driessen, 1999; Tjalsma et al., 2000).
Although the importance and roles of the signal
peptides are generally accepted, only a signal peptide is
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NH2 terminus of the mature sequence affected protein
translocation (Li et al., 1988; Kajava et al., 2000).
However, the latter rule was restricted to gram-negative
bacteria, with no effect on gram-positive bacteria
(Kajava et al., 2000). Furthermore, Gouridis have
demonstrated that mature domains contained prominent
targeting determinants and the targeting signals required
for docking at the membrane were only presented on
‘non-native’ preproteins (Gouridis et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, neither of those experiments answered the
following question: what properties of the mature
domains are critical for protein export? Currently,
sufficient amino acid sequences are available to conduct
detailed statistical studies on the property of the mature
domains of exported proteins in Bacillus subtilis.
Although disordered regions lack rigid 3-D
structures, they carry out various biological functions
(Dunker et al., 2002; Patil and Nakamura, 2006; Salma
et al., 2009). Dunker et al. (2002) identified twentyeight separate functions for 98 out of 115 disordered
regions that included molecular recognition via binding
to other proteins. Patil and Nakamura (2006) reported
that disordered domains and high surface charge played
a significant role in the binding ability of hubs. Hence
disordered regions is important for protein-protein
binding. It was not clear whether the binding site of
mature proteins was related to the disordered domains
during protein targeting. In this study, the amino acid
composition of 241 predicted exported proteins and 457
cytoplasmic proteins of Bacillus subtilis was explored
and revealed preference for disorder-promoting amino
acids in the NH2-terminal regions of mature domains
that may help understand the contribution of mature
domains to membrane targeting.

Fig. 1: Derivation of protein sequences comprising data
sets 1-5. The top bar depicts cytoplamic
proteins and the bottom bar depicts exported
proteins. The regions of sequence depicted are
not shown to scale
The amino acid sequences from the exported and
cytoplasmic categories were obtained and used to derive
5 data sets (Fig. 1). Data set 1 (cytoplasm) was the amino
acid sequences of cytoplasmic proteins. Data set 2
(exported-mature) was the mature domains of exported
proteins. Data set 3 (N-terminal cytoplasm) was derived
by copying an excerpt of the N-terminal end of data set
1. Data set 4 (N-terminal exported-mature) was the Nterminal end of data set 2. Data set 5 (signal peptide) was
the signal peptide of the exported proteins.
A more detailed analysis has provided information
on the difference in the composition of ordered and
disordered proteins and has enabled the classification of
amino acids into 3 classes: order-promoting amino
acids (Trp, Tyr, Phe, Ile, Leu, Val, Cys and Asn),
disorder-promoting amino acids (Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln,
Ser, Glu, Lys and Pro) and uncertain amino acids (His,
Asp, Met and Thr) (Uversky and Dunker, 2010).
Analysis of data sets and statistical methods: For
each data set, the mean percentage of amino acids was
calculated using the program DAMBE (Xia and Xie,
2001), Codeprotein and CodeproteinWin (written in the
Python programming language). For analysis, the first
amino acid Met of all proteins (except proteins in the
folded proteins data set) and the first amino acid Cys at
the mature proteins of lipoproteins has been removed in
the analysis process. The results were analyzed by oneway ANOVA. R version 2.7.1 was used for all
statistical analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation of data sets: The sequence of every Open
Reading Frame (ORF) of the genome of B. subtilis 168
was obtained via the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (accession NC_000964). The exported
proteins were taken from the previous survey of the
secretome (Tjalsma et al., 2000). To reduce the number
of false-positives, PhoD and YwbN, that were exported
via the Tat pathway, anomalous exported proteins
(those whose lengths of mature proteins were less 60
residues) and proteins with membrane-spanning
domains annotated in the UniProtKB database were
excluded. The proteins located in the cytoplasm and
reviewed in the UniProtKB database were considered
as cytoplasmic proteins. This resulted in a total of
241 exported proteins and 457 cytoplasmic proteins
in B. subtilis. The folded proteins data set was
compiled by Prilusky et al. (2005).

RESULTS
Proportion of disordered residues in mature
domains and cytoplasmic proteins: Table 1 shows the
differences in the amino acid composition of the
concatenated data sets. On average, the first 10 residues
of data set 4 had 32.05% more disorder-promoting
amino acids than the first 10 residues of data set 3
(p<2.2e-16), with 22.66% more compared to data set 1
(p<2.2e-16). But the proportion of disorder-promoting
amino acids in data set 2 and data set 1 were virtually
the same (48.90 and 48.81%, respectively, P = 0.1945).
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Table 1: Amino acid composition in the data sets
Order-promoting
acid (%)

Data set

Disorder-promoting
amino acids (%)

Uncertain amino
amino acids (%)

35.10
48.81
16.06
(1) Cytoplasma
(2) Exported-maturea
33.84
48.90
17.23
(3) N-terminal cytoplasm
37.64
45.34
17.02
b
(the first ten)
(3) N-terminal cytoplasm
36.41
47.88
15.70
(the first twenty) b
(4) N-terminal exported24.70
59.87
15.44
mature (the first ten) b
(4) N-terminal exported27.11
55.62
17.27
mature (the first twenty)b
Genomic meana
37.66
46.95
15.38
a
: The percent of order-promoting amino acids were calculated using the the program DAMBE; b: The percent of order-promoting amino acids
were calculated using the software Codeprotein

The results indicated that the NH2-terminal regions
of the mature domains had more disordered residues.
However, the trend seen in the comparison of data
set 4 and data set 3 or data set 1 becomes weaker as the
length of data set 4 and data set 3 becomes longer. For
example, the first 20 residues of data set 4 have only
16.17% more disordered residues than data set 3 (Table
1, p<2.2e-16). To explore whether the significance
resulted from the difference in the early NH2 terminus
of proteins and where these disordered residues are
located within the sequences examined, the small
software named CodeproteinWin was written in Python
to analysis of the first 100 residues of the sequences of
secretory protein and cytoplasmic proteins, using a
window size of 5. The overall distributions of
disordered residues in the cytoplasmic and exported
groups of sequences are shown in Fig. 2A. The
proportion of disordered residues is relatively higher at
the NH2 terminus of the mature domains and the level
of disordered residues rapidly declines from left to
right. At a position number 11 (from residue 7 to
residue 11), the NH2 terminus of the mature domains
had a massive bias for disordered residues compared to
the cytoplasmic protein (p = 1.356e-07). At number 12
and number 13, disordered residues were also preferred
(p = 1.065e-05, p = 0.003945), as the length becomes
longer, the probability of difference between mature
proteins and cytoplasmic proteins is equal to or more
than the significance level (at number 14, p = 0.03726,
at number 15, p = 0.5772, at number 17, p = 0.7045).
After number 14, the mean percentage of disordered
residues in the cytoplasmic proteins and secretory
proteins is virtually the same over the remainder of the
plotted sequence (48.88 and 48.47%, respectively, p =
0.3483). Therefore, the first 14 residues of the mature
domains were mainly composed of disordered residues.
The difference in the amino acid propensities of the
first 14 residues of the mature domains and ordered
proteins is shown in Fig. 2B.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (A) Mean percentage of disorder-promoting
amino acids found in cytoplasmic proteins and
exported mature domains. CodeproteinWin
analysis of the first 50 amino acids of the
sequences in the cytoplasmic proteins and
exported mature domains, using a window size
of 5. The amino acid number (terminal of
window) is indicated on the x-axis and the mean
percentage of disordered residues are plotted on
the y-axis. (B) Order/the first 14 residues of
mature
domains
composition
profile.
Comparisons of amino acid compositions of
ordered protein with the first 14 residues of
mature domains. The ordinates are (% amino
acid in the first 14 residues of mature domains% amino acid in ordered dataset) /(% amino acid
in ordered dataset) =∆/Globular-3D
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: CodeproteinWin analysis of the first 50 residues of the mature sequences and cytoplasmic proteins, using a
window size of 5. The x-axis reports the amino acid number of the terminal of the window and the mean
percentage of the amino acid are plotted on the y-axis. The solid line and dashed line respectively represents
the charged amino acid’s percent composition in the mature domains and cytoplasmic proteins. A, mean
percentage of glutamic acid in the first 50 residues of the mature sequences and cytoplasmic proteins; B,
mean percentage of arginine; C, mean percentage of lysine; D, mean percentage of aspartic acid
Except for Met, Arg and Pro, the others showed the
same trends in the order/disorder composition profile
(Uversky and Dunker, 2010). The first 14 residues of the
mature domains had more charged and polar residues like
Glu, Ser, which were enriched in disordered proteins, but
had less residues which were commonly found in ordered
proteins, such as Trp, Cys, Phe (Dunker et al., 2001).
These facts showed that the first 14 residues of the mature
domains were difficult to fold into an ordered
conformation and easily formed the disordered domains.

number of Arg in data set 4 was markedly lower than in
data set 3 or data set 2 (for example, in the first 10
residues, 67.32 and 48.65% lower, p = 5.266e-10 and p
= 4.747e-07, respectively). Despite the abundance of
Lys residues in data set 3, especially in the first 5
residues, the number of Lys residues in data set 4 was
not significantly different from that in data set 2 (for
example, in the first 10 residues, p = 0.1441). The
number of Asp residues in data set 4 was not
significantly different from that in data set 3 (p =
0.5134). These observations may implicate that the
charged residues in the NH2-terminal regions of the
mature domains are factors affecting protein export.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4, we compared the
charged N-terminus of the signal peptide (with an
average of 5 residues (Tjalsma et al., 2004) with the
first 5 residues of the mature domains.

Analysis of distribution of charged residues in the
NH2-terminal regions of mature domains: As shown
in Fig. 3, the percentage of Glu in data set 4 was higher
than that in data set 3 or data set 2 (for example, in the
first 10 residues, 21.33 and 35.19% higher, p =
0.002044 and p = 0.02495, respectively) and the
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these regions as in the disordered proteins. The
depletion of Met may be caused by the analyzed mature
proteins that did not contain the first Met (the folded
proteins data set contained the first Met) and the roles
of the N-terminus of mature domains may be related to
the depletion of Arg and Pro.
It has been proved that the mature domain was the
primary binding determinant in the targeting event
(Gouridis et al., 2009). The presence of disordered
domains in the NH2-terminal regions of mature
domains can provide the binding site and some
advantages for binding, such as fast speed of interaction
(Shoemaker et al., 2000) or interaction with multiple
proteins (Patil and Nakamura, 2006). Because Pro may
hinder the diorder-to-order transition that many proteinprotein binding arose from (Patil and Nakamura, 2006;
Uversky and Dunker, 2010), the binding function of
mature domains may result in the depletion of Pro. The
other role of the disordered domains in the NH2terminal regions of the mature domains may be the
maintenance of exported proteins in a secretioncompetent conformation for a long time to facilitate the
interaction with the secretary components and protein
export. Comparison to the NH2-terminal regions of the
mature domains revealed that the NH2-terminal regions
of the cytoplasm proteins have more order-promoting
amino acids, so they can fold to the ordered globular
structure quickly and then will not be recognized by
protein export pathways. This feature may underly that
besides the signal hypothesis (Manson, 1974), there is
another mechanism that ensures that the cell efficiently
recognizes the secretary proteins and cytoplasm
proteins, which is the NH2-terminal regions of the
mature domains enriching disorder-promoting amino
acids while the NH2-terminal regions of the cytoplasm
proteins containing a large number of order-promoting
amino acids.
Apart from the disordered domains, we have
shown that the NH2-terminal regions of the mature
domains had more Glue and less Arg. Several different
experiments have shown that the net charge of the
amino terminus of the mature domains had either a
neutral or negative net charge (Li et al., 1988; Kajava et
al., 2000; Heijne, 1986), which only applied to gramnegative bacteria; neither eukaryotic nor gram-positive
bacteria had this charge bias (Kajava et al., 2000).
However, some experiments proved that a negatively
charged N-terminus in the mature protein increased the
secretion efficiency in Lactococcus lactis (Loir et al.,
2001; Dieye et al., 2001). In our study, the NH2terminal regions of the mature domains had more Glu;
thus, the presence of charged residues appeared to be
more crucial than the net charge.

Fig. 4: Mean percentage of glutamic acid (E), aspartic
acid (D), lysine (K) and arginine (R) found in
the first 5 residues of mature domains (black),
the first 5 residues of signal peptides (white)
and mature domains (gray)
As confirmed by Heijne and Abrahmsen (1989), the
NH2-terminus of the signal peptide contains more
positively charged residues, especially Lys, but only
few negatively charged residues.
However, the first 5 residues of the mature
domains contained 18.1 times more negatively charged
residues and 4.3 times less positively charged residues
than the positively charged N-domain. In addition,
compared with the mature domains, the NH2-terminal
regions of the mature domains had a tendency to
contain more Glu and less Arg (Fig. 4), which mean the
two ends of hydrophobic core had contrary charged
residues distribution.
DISCUSSION
Although several experiments have suggested that
the mature proteins are critical for protein export
(Tommassen and Kroon, 1987; Simonen et al., 1992;
Chen and Nagarajan, 1993; Davis and Model, 1985; Li
et al., 1988; Kajava et al., 2000; Gouridis et al., 2009),
the precise roles and the property of mature domains
are unknown. In this study, we identified the amino acid
composition of the mature domains in B. subtilis to
study the property of the mature domains that facilitates
their export.
The study has showed that the first 14 residues of
the mature domains contained more disordered residues
than the corresponding residues in the cytoplasmic
proteins and mature domains. This was further
corroborated in the comparison to the order/disorder
composition profile (Uversky and Dunker, 2010).
Surprisingly, Met, Arg and Pro were not as prevalent in
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